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Abstract 
One of the key issues in Fire Rescue System is the identity and localization of the firefighters[1]. Most of the 
prevailing localization systems require support of special hardware, which would increase the cost of the systems. 
Furthermore, most of the existing system localization algorithms are not applied to the realities because these 
algorithms hypothesize the firefighters are stationary or the GPS is pre-arranged. Thus, in this paper the writer 
presents a new positioning method-PDS, with which firefighters without GPS can estimate their positions by the 
messages gained through communication with firefighters with GPS. The advantages of this new methods lies in the 
effect that with this method not all firefighters must be equipped with GPS which lowers the cost greatly, and at same 
time the firefighters who get in danger can get assistance at once. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
Fire breaks out most frequently among all disasters, and the complexity of environment makes the
rescue plan difficult to carry out. And there is lack of coordination between the command center and 
rescuing spots. In the rescuing process, the traditional method of localizing firefighters and checking their 
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safety by identifying their ambulance crew hats can’t help the firefighters who are in danger without 
delay and hence wastes valuable time. The main reason is their positions can’t be got accurately. 
Thus, in the fire rescue system, the identification and localization of the firemen become the key 
issues.  In the relevant study of the location algorithms, there are several algorithms, such as the 
Centralized Location algorithm, range-based and range-free algorithm, Robotics Localization algorithm. 
These algorithms are all based on the hypothesize that a number of GPS have been equipped in advance, 
and firefighters estimate the nodes localization only through the communication with the stationary GPS, 
and sent back the results to the command center. Although, Bergamo and Mazzini have proposed an 
algorithm which takes movement into account, but only considering the movement of the nodes, the GPS 
are static. 
In this paper, the prediction of probability distribution (PDS) has been proposed. The advantage of the 
algorithm is that we focus on the mobile location of both the firefighters and GPS to reduce extra 
hardware costs.  
2. Prediction Theory 
The basic idea of PDS proposed in this paper is that firefighters can estimate the scope of their 
locations according to the location and radius of the messages sending by GPS. All firefighters can then 
communicate with each other with a fixed length, and make use of the massage from nodes to determine 
their precise scope. Finally, we can divide the matrix into different squares according to circular external 
matrix, and strengths assume that the nodes just locate in the centroid of the box. Since the nodes can 
receive different strength of signals from various GPS, we get different weight values by different 
strength signals, and then we can get the exact distribution of the node(x, y). 
Definition 1: We assume the initial position of one GPS is p0, and suppose the nodes are evenly 
distributed around the GPS, then the probability distribution of newly possible position P1 is: 
P(P1|P0) = (︱p1-p0︱< the largest mobile distance of a fireman)                          
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Fig. 1. (a) Next likely location of the initial node, as node moves one unit of time; (b)  Range of the node location 
Definition 2: Provided that the node S moves from the previous location and GPS A, B and C 
perceived its location, we can conclude that  is the range of the estimated location, as is 
shown in Fig 1(b). 
CBA II
Definition 3: Respectively m, n, Imn, dσ  and dmn refer to the firefighters, the nodes with GPS, the 
expected signal strength from n to m, the distance-related standard deviation and the distance between m 
and n. The smaller the value of the node n, the more effective the method will be. The probability 
density function of the expected signal strength distribution is[2]:
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The formula uses 0  for the distance when the strength of signal is I0. And I’ denotes the average signal 
strength. The 2<np<3 describes the loss index during the transmission. We take np =2.5, and generally we 
take 
d
dσ  between 4 and 12[8], it equals 5 here. 
Definition 4: The free-space loss model of signal transmission is[7]: 2]4[
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d=1m, GL = 1 (non-directional antennas), 33.0/ == fcλ (c refers to the speed of light 300,000 km per 
second, and f is the frequency with number of 900MHZ). We can calculate the value of Pt is 0.01w when 
pr is 10uw.According to this formula we can also get the value of I0 is 1mw, when the launch power is 
1.44w and d0=1m. 
3. Prediction Algorithm 
3.1. Basic idea 
We hypothesize that the locations of all nodes are known. After a period of time, firemen will receive 
GPS signals estimating their existence. According the place and length of the GPS’ signals, we can get 
the possible location of the nodes, with origin of the position of the GPS, and radius of the length of the 
GPS. Nodes will receive different possible positions from different GPS. The intersection of the circle is 
the scope what we want in 3.3.Finally, the intersection area is divided into smaller squares, by which we 
can filter the scope and narrow the range.  
3.2. Process of determine scope with high accuracy  
1) Initialize nodes. There exists N nodes, and let n nodes know their own place (n<N). 
2) Establish a new set of possible positions. Let Li-1 be the position of one node at time i-1. Then P(li|li-1)
describes the possible location of the node at the next time, projected from its location at previous time. 
3) Determine the scope of unknown nodes with high accuracy. To improve the localization accuracy, we 
need to filter this intersection, as is shown in Section 3.3.Before the filter, we can optimize algorithm on 
the intersection. The basis of the algorithm is that the unknown node can determine which range of GPS it 
belongs to. We assume that the GPS sent 3 signals (including the id,  the location(xi, yi ) and radius of 
GPS r,2r,3r.The ordinary nodes can also communicate with each other, by transmitting their messages in 
a fixed distance of radius=r/2.The general node can shorten the scope rings about which they belongs to 
with the communication messages. 
We take these following Variables known: id of the node, its value equals to its number of layers in the 
ring (1,2,…); j stands for whether the range of the node can be optimize(its value is yes or no); the radius 
of the communication is r/2.If the id of the node A gets a message from the id-1 node, then it is illustrated 
that it is in the inner circle of the ring it previous belongs to. Just like the dotted line in Fig 2 (a), with 
origin of the GPS and radius in the interval [2r,2r+r/2]. Accordingly, if the node B gets the message from 
the id+1 node, then its location range is the circle with origin of the GPS and radius in the interval 
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[2r+r/2,3r]. Finally, if the node can only get information from the node with id, it indicates that the ring 
can not be simplified and we only need to set j=no. 
        
Fig. 2.  (a) Refinement node region; (b) External Matrix of the public areas, and the black point stands for the centroid of each grid 
3.3. Filter 
We assume that M=mi={m1,m2,m3…n} describes the values of signals’ strength which the node gets 
from n GPS. In Fig 2 (b), the black node is the one needing to estimate its position. For this assumption, 
we will get a right value of each sensor, represented by Q. The weight is just the probability.
Q = P(Imn = mi| the black spot located in the centroid)                                                                     (4) 
And when the black spot located in the centroid, the distribution of the expected value of signal 
strength is Gaussian distribution. We can calculate the probability distribution value of mi respectively                        
around the neighborhood of Imn and around the neighborhood of I’ of the same area. Then we can get the 
value of Q using their ratio:
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After the calculating, we choose some of the boxes with relatively higher weights, ignoring the boxes 
with lower weights. The prediction value is : 
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And the same method can be used for the value of y. Here we only discuss the two-dimensional 
situation, but the same method can be used to the other situations. 
4. Results and analysis of the experiment 
We use the following parameters with c# 2005 for a simulation of this algorithm: 
Table 1.  Experimental parameters 
Parameter type  Parameter values 
GPS nodes   3
The unkown nodes 1
Squares 16 
In order to improve the accuracy of this algorithm, we run the program 10 times and get the results. As 
can be seen in Fig.3, there exist fluctuations in localization error-the value decreased after it reaches the 
maximum in the middle. Therefore, this algorithm generally has a high accuracy in positioning. 
Fig.3. Location error changes with time 
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5. Conclusions and future work 
This paper presents a new method of localization of firefighters. This method uses GPS to estimate the 
location of mobile node, and can minimize the risk of firefighters. This algorithm can be set up in the fire 
department’s software, which can be used in command centers .Through accessing the location of 
firefighters in time, the commander can make different solutions, so to improve the efficiency of fire 
fighting. We do hope that the accuracy of localization can be guaranteed with the minimum sensors. 
However, this algorithm is based on the hypothesis that every nodes can be scanned by GPS, but without 
allowing for the areas that GPS cannot scan. This is an ideal state, and therefore, we will improve and 
complete implementation of this method, in order to achieve a real application. 
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